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Abstract 

 

The temperature measuring system in vertical silos for storing agricultural seeds can monitor the temperature at a limited 

number of points along its height. In addition, if some of the sensors fail during seed storage, this leads to no seed 

temperature data over a period of time. Missing temperature data or malfunctioning of the temperature measuring system 

is not conducive to proper monitoring of seed storage conditions. This paper aims to use CFD (Computational Fluid 

Dynamics) simulation to determine the temperature fields in various sections of the silo, using a limited amount of 

temperature sensor data. The results show that by using CFD simulation to obtain colour thermal fields in the sunflower 

seed layer in the silo, measures can be taken to combat thermal distribution non-uniformity in the seed mass. This provides 

a theoretical basis for detecting seed storage condition when grain temperature data are intermittently missing. Periodic 

analysis of temperature fields and high-temperature surfaces is extremely useful from a technological point of view, as it 

can accurately estimate the times when seed coat aeration should be started in order to keep the seed safe and avoid seed 

spoilage. 
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The storage of agricultural flat seeds in 

vertical silos is widespread throughout the country 

due to economic advantages. Detecting the 

condition of seed in silos represent an effective 

measure to ensure safe storage. The main indicators 

monitored in silos where agricultural seeds are 

stored are their temperature and humidity, with the 

role of monitoring changes that occur during storage 

(Wenhao 2017). Most vertical silos are equipped 

with temperature monitoring systems that vary from 

a few measuring points to several dozens, 

depending on the size of the silo. Efficient detection 

and analysis of seed conditions can avoid 

condensation, mold (Cui 2022; Jingjing 2019; 

Xiaomeng 2019) and other conditions affecting the 

quality of agricultural seed and also prevent their 

overheating affecting the final quality and quantity 

after storage (Pingyuan 2017). On the other hand, 

accurate analysis of temperature conditions over 

time can provide clues for intervention work by 

aeration and therefore, analysis of agricultural seed 

storage conditions is important for the management 

and audit system of seed storage so that it ensures 

the safety of seed quantity and quality. Currently, 

stored seed condition detection systems can detect 

indicators such as temperature, humidity, insect 

pests, and gas concentrations inside and outside the 

silo (Xuecang 2018). Based on the detected seed 
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condition data, some researchers have established 

mathematical models coupled with a certain factor 

or several factors (Quemada-Villagómez 2020; 

Panigrahi 2019) and then used the models to predict 

and analyze temperature, humidity, and other seed 

volume indicators. Some researchers have used 

CFD and other simulation software to simulate and 

analyze the process of changing temperature field, 

moisture field, and other fields in grain volume 

(Mengmeng 2020; Libing 2019; Qinqin 2019; 

Novoa-Muñoz 2018; Chunyun 2017). These 

provide theoretical models for the analysis of 

agricultural seed condition. Other researchers have 

studied the coupling relationship between 

temperature field, moisture field (Mengmeng 2021), 

pressure field (Dexian 2017), biological field (Zidan 

2020) and other fields in grain volume and proposed 

a multifield coupling method for grain condition 

analysis. These methods have proven to be able to 

perform preliminary analysis and assessment of 

grain condition with respect to aspects affecting 

grain quality, such as condensation (Mengmeng 

2020), mold, etc., and has been able to perform 

online grain quantity monitoring and analysis 

(Dexian 2017). The above-mentioned studies 

perform detection, prediction and assessment of 

grain quality and quantity by analyzing seed storage 

condition data and establishing patterns. However, 


